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Abstract
As par of the calibration/validation effort for NASA's Scatterometer (NSCAT) we compare
the satellte data to winds measured at the sea surface with an aray of buoys moored in the
equatorial Pacific Ocean. The NSCAT data record runs from September, 1996 through the
end of June, 1997. The raw NSCAT data, radar backscatter, is converted to wind vectors at
10 meters above the surface assuming a neutrally stratified atmosphere, using the NSCA T -
1 and NSCAT-2 model functions. The surface winds were measured directly by the TAO
(Tropical Atmosphere Ocean) buoy aray which spans the width of the equatorial Pacific within
about 8° of the equator. The buoy program and data archive are maintained by the Pacific
Marne Environmental Laboratory, at the National Oceanc and Atmospheric Administration,
in collaboration with institutions in Japan, France and Taiwan. We also use data from two
buoys maintained by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution located along 125°W. Since
the buoy winds are measured at varous heights above the surface, they are adjusted for
both height and atmospheric surface layer stratification before comparsons are made to the
NSCAT data. Co-location requirements include measurements within 100 km and 60 minutes
of each other. There was a total of 5580 comparsons for the NSCA T -1 model function and
6364 comparsons for the NSCAT-2 model function. The NSCAT wind speeds, using the
NSCAT-1 model function, are lower than the buoy wind speeds by about 0.54 ms-Iand have
a 9.8° directional bias. The NSCAT-2 winds speeds were lower than the TAO buoy winds by
only 0.08 ms-l, but stil have the same 9.8° directional bias. The wind retreval algorithm
selects the vector closest to the buoy approximately 88% of the time. However, in the relatively
low wind speed regime ofthe TAO aray, approximately 4% ofthe wind vectors are more than
120° from the buoy wind.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
The calibration/validation effort for the NASA scatterometer (NSCAT) is intended to determne
and correct systematic errors, if any, in the wind retrieval algorithm. One aspect of this effort
is to compare the remotely measured satellte winds with directly measured sea surface wind
vectors from buoys. In this report, we analyze the NSCAT wind retrevals in the climatically
sensitive region of the tropical Pacific Ocean. Data from the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO)
buoy aray maintained by the Pacific Marine Environmental Lab (PMEL) of NOAA and from
two buoys maintained by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution are used in this study.
Comparson studies for scatterometers have shown good agreement, for the most par, be-
tween the satellte data and buoy data in the past, (Graber et aI., 1996 and Rufenach, 1998).
However, they also show that there are significant differences between the varous algorithms
used to derive the winds; in general, the scatterometer. winds are biased low relative to the
buoy winds and have direction problems at low wind speeds. Use of the TAO data provides
an excellent opportunity to study the scatterometer wind estimates in a region where winds are
relatively low. In addition, the mean winds in the equatorial Pacific ocean are predominately
easterly. This provides a consistent wind at speeds at which the scatterometer has directional
problems.
The processing of the NSCAT retrieved winds has changed several times during the cal-
ibration and validation of the instrment. The original wind fields were processed using the
SASS-IT geophysical model function (GMF) developed for the Seasat A Satellte Scatterome-
ter (Wentz et aI., 1984). The SASS-IT model function was only used for pre-launch testing and
the initial analysis of NSCAT data. After the initial calibration period, SASS-IT was replaced
by the first NSCAT specific model function NSCAT-l, developed by Wentz and Smith (1999)
using comparsons with National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) winds. The
GMF was refined again after calibration with ship and buoy winds to produce the final NSCAT
model function (NSCAT-2) (Freilich et aI., 1999), which slightly increased the wind speeds,
but made no significant changes to direction. This report describes the differences between the
wind fields derived from the NSCAT-1 and NSCAT-2 model fup.ctions when compared with
buoy winds in the equatorial Pacific. The NSCAT-1 winds were analyzed for both 25 km and
50 km winds. However, the 50 km NSCAT-2 winds were not analyzed due to the similarties
between the 25 km and 50 km NSCAT-l winds.
This work is in parallel with other NSCAT validation studies. Graber et ai. (1999 in
progress) is performng a global validation using buoys from the National Data Buoy Cen-
ter (NDBC), TAO, the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and Europe (Météo-France and
United Kingdom Meteorological Office). Freilch and Dunbar (1999) have also examned the
accuracy of NSCAT winds compared with NDBC buoys.
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2.1 NASA Scatterometer
The NSCAT instrument was launched aboard the Japanese Advanced Earh Observing Satellte
(ADEOS- I) on August 16, 1996. The scatterometer was turned on September 9th and the Wind
Observation Mode (WOM) began September 15th. Unfortunately, the scatterometer was lost
on June 30, 1997 due to a power failure aboard ADEOS-I.
The ADEOS-I satellte was in a polar orbit, circling the earh approximately 14 times daily.
The NASA scatterometer scans two 600 km wide swaths, one to each side of the satellte
subtrack. The scatterometer uses a Ku-band (14 GHz) microwave radar to provide surface
wind vectors over 90% of the ice free ocean every two days in all weather conditions. The
scatterometer does not measure wind velocity directly; rather it is an active microwave instr-
ment that measures the signal backscattered from the ocean surface. A model function uses
the relationship between the frequency of the radar, the incidence angle and returned power to
empirically determne the wind velocity.
The current model function (NSCAT-2), was developed by Freilch et al. (1999) using the
wind analyses from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMW)
and those from the U.S. National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and also by
Wentz and Smith (1999) who used co-located Special Sensor MicrowavelIager (SSMI) wind
speed data as well as histograms of the ECMW surface wind speeds. The model function
produces up to four wind vector solutions, commonly called ambiguities. A median filter
algorithm described in the NSCAT User's Manual (JPL, 1998) was used to select the correct
ambiguity.
After the launch of NSCAT and the initial calibration of the 50 km data product (JPL,
1998), a high resolution (25 km) wind product was developed (Dunbar, 1997). The (25 km)
wind product contains 48 wind vector cells per scan line instead of the 24 provided by the
standard data product. The wind retrieval process is the same for both the standard product and
the high resolution product.
2.2 TAO array
The Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) aray consists of nearly 70 Autonomous Temperature
Line Acquisition System (ATLAS) and current meter moorings (figure 1). The TAO aray was
developed by PMEL as a economical way to provide real-time observations of critical surface
and subsurface measurements. Implementation of the aray (McPhaden, 1995) was completed
in 1994 with the assistance of international parners which presently include Japan, France and
Taiwan.
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The TAO aray covers the tropical Pacific from approximately 80S to 8°N, 95°W to 137°E.
The locations of the TAO buoys used in this comparson are listed in table 1 and shown ge-
ographically in figure 2. Standard measurements on all TAO buoys include surface winds,
relative humidity, air temperature, sea surface and subsurface temperatures. The temperature
and relative humidity are sampled every 10 minutes staring at 10 minutes past the hour and
averaged at the top of the hour. Winds are sampled at 2Hz for 6 minutes centered on the top of
the hour and then vector averaged (Mangum et aI., 1994).
Although hourly sampled data are recorded on board each buoy, satellte transmissions
are limited to two 4-hour periods per day in order to conserve battery power. As a result,
"real-time" data typically consists of 3 or 4 hourly reports per day (generally not consecutive)
together with daily averages computed from the full set of internally recorded hourly obser-
vations. During the NSCAT mission, four buoys also contained rain gauges with a full set of
hourly rain data telemetered daily.
The hourly data record is retrieved when the buoys are serviced during twice yearly cruises.
The retreved data were processed and quality controlled at PMEL, subjected to additional
quality control at APL, becoming available 2 - 3 weeks after the cruise ended. Cruises are
staggered in time throughout the year with only a subset of aray longitudes visited each time.
Additional retrievals were made on the servicing cruises during the NSCAT mission to expedite
the wind comparsons. The number of valid co-locations for each buoy is shown in figure 3.
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ATLAS Mooring.
~.~Pi ~~~-
Wind sensor l,... I ~ o.~
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Figure 1: A typical TAO buoy configuration. The atmospheric sensors are located at 3 m
height and the wind sensor is located at 4 m height. Only 4 of the buoys were equipped with
rain gauges during the NSCAT mission.
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Station Id Latitude Longitude Station Id Latitude Longitude
32303 5.08° N 94.94° W 51305 1.96° N 170.00° W
32304 5.01 ° S 95.08° W 51306 2.15° S 170.02° W
32305 8.02° S 95.08° W 51307 8.04° N 125.01° W
32315 4.99° N 109.92° W 51308 7.99° S 125.00° W
32316 2.04° N 110.11°W 51309 8.03° N 170.01° W
32317 2.00° S 109.99° W 51310 8.00° S 170.06° W
32318 4.97° S 109.97° W 51311 0.03° N 139.92° W
32319 8.06° S 109.92° W 52001 2.00° N 164.93° E
32321 0.03° S 94.99° W 52002 1.94° S 164.35° E
32322 1.99° S 95.00° W 52003 5.05° N 165.00° E
32323 0.00° N 109.92° W 52004 5.00° S 165.21 ° E
43001 8.05° N 110.14° W 52006 8.01 ° N 165.02° E
43301 8.05° N 94.96° W 52007 8.03° S 164.84° E
51006 9.01 ° N 140.27° W 52008 5.00° N 156.07° E
51007 4.89° N 139.84° W 52010 5.00° S 156.00° E
51008 1.97° N 139.98° W 52011 2.03° N 156.02° E
51009 2.01 ° S 139.95° W 52012 2.00° S 155.99° E
51010 0.03° S 170.03° W 52301 2.00° N 146.99° E
51011 0.02° S 124.34° W 52302 4.96° N 147.04° E
51014 5.01 ° S 139.90° W 52307 2.44° N 137.41° E
51015 5.13° N 124.86° W 52309 4.99° N 179.96° W
51016 1.97° N 125.08° W 52310 2.01 ° N .179.79° W
51017 1.99° S 124.96° W 52311 0.01° N 179.89° W
51018 5.02° S 124.93° W 52312 1.99° S 179.87° W
51019 5.00° S 154.99° W 52313 5.03° S 179.90° W
51020 4.99° N 154.92° W 52314 5.00° N 136.97° E
51021 2.05° N 154.93° W 52315 8.01 ° N 179.88° W
51022 1.98° S 155.01° W 52316 7.97° S 179.84° W
51023 0.00° N 154.98° W 52317 0.01 ° N 156.16° E
51301 7.97° N 154.99° W 52318 0.00° N 146.99° E
51302 8.28° S 154.96° W 52319 8.00° N 156.00° E
51303 4.97° N 169.92° W 52320 6.76° N 137.68° E
51304 4.99° S 170.00° W 52321 0.00° N 164.99° E
Table 1: The TAO buoy locations as reported at the beginning of the NSCAT mission. The
reported buoy location is used for the co-location process.
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Figure 2: Locations of the 66 TAO buoys (.) and the two WHOI buoys (Ô) used in this study.
The numbers are the WMO buoy identification numbers. The two WHOI buoys are located
along 125°W.
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Figure 3: Number of valid co-locations obtained at each TAO buoy. There are 87 co-locations
for WHOI North and 81 co-locations for WHOI South.
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2.3 WHOI buoys
Two Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WOI) surface moorings were deployed in April
1997 as par of the Pan-American Climate Study (PACS). These buoys were set at 3°S and
iooN along 125°W. Each buoy has two complete sets of meteorological instruments. Each
set includes the Improved METeorology (IMT) package (Hosom et al., 1995) and a Vector
Averaging Wind Recorder (VAWR) package. The anemometers are mounted at 3.3 m, the
relative humidity sensor is mounted at 2.5 m and the air temperature sensor is mounted 2.4 m
above the water line. The sea surface temperature sensor is located 0.45 m below the water
line. The schematic for a typical WHOI discus buoy is shown in figure 4.
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WHOI DISCUS BUOY
.
3.02m
O.30m
-,......... mean water line
!¡.45 m
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Figure 4: The schematic for a typical WHOI discus buoy. The anemometer heights for the
PACS buoys were 3.3 m above the water line. The air temperature and relative humidity sensors
are located at 2.4 m and 2.5 m respectively
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3 Data preparation
3.1 Conversion to 10 m in Neutral Stratification
The TAO buoy anemometers are all 4.0 m (figure 1) above the surface of the water and the
WHOI buoys are at 3.3 m (figure 4). The NSCAT model function, however, produces winds
estimated at 10 m above the surface, in equivalent neutral stratification. Using the comple-
mentar data collected at the buoys, air and sea temperature and relative humidity, the buoy
winds are normalized to 10 m in neutral stratification before doing the comparsons. The bulk
formulation of Liu et al. (1979), more commonly called the LKB formulation is used. An
iterated solution is computed on the roughness lengths and the scaling parameters of the wind,
temperature and humidity profiles in the atmospheric surface layer. When the necessar com-
plementar data are not available, estimates are used. A missing humidity datum is assumed
to be 75% and the atmospheric pressure is assumed to be 1013.25 mb for the TAO buoys and
missing WHOI measurements (Liu and Tang, 1996). All other parameters are required for a
10 m estimate. A typical adjustment to the measured wind speed was 0.6 ms-l.
3.2 Co-location
The co-location process is performed for each NSCAT science data product (NSP). The 50 km
data product includes the ocean wind vectors (Lvel 2.0) and the grouped (To'S (Level 1.7) in
separate files. The High-Resolution Merged Geophysical Data Product(HR-MGDR) or Global
25 km GDR (Level 2.5) combines the Earh-located radar backscatter and wind measurements.
The hourly buoy data are split into weekly files coincident with each NSP to reduce the pro-
cessing time. Each buoy measurement is checked against each swath. If a match is found
where the data are within 1 hour and 100 km of each other, the data pair are kept and sorted by
distance between buoy and wind vector cell. The four closest co-locations in space are retained
with the buoy observations at the hour previous and following the scatterometer measurement.
Buoy measurements for the time before (n) and after (n+1) the WVC measurement are kept to
analyze any changes that occur in the buoy measurements.
To maximize the potential number of co-locations available for comparson, all pairs are
kept at ths stage. The flagging of pairs that contain missing or bad buoy or NSCAT data
records is left to the analysis stage.
3.2.1 File format
The co-location format file is in ASCII format and contains 331 columns of data. Table 2
shows the layout of the file. The file contains the four closest WVCs for each co-location and
14
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the buoy record prior to and following the NSCAT overpass. Table 3 lists the scatterometer
wind parameters; table 4 contains the (J 0 parameters and table 5 lists the buoy parameters.
I Group I Colum I Description
1 1 WMO identification number
2 73 Closest NSCAT WVC
3 73 Second closest NSCAT WVC
4 73 Third closest NSCAT WVC
5 73 Fourth closest NSCAT WVC
6 28 Buoy record at time prior to NSCAT time
7 28 Buoy record at time following NSCAT time
Total 349
Table 2: NSCAT co-located data layout. Each record has the buoy identification number in
the first column. The four closest WVCs follow sorted by distance to the buoy. The last two
groups contain the buoy data prior to and following the NSCAT overpass.
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I Columnl Offset I Name I Description
Identifer
1 I 1 Buoy ID WMO identifier e.g. 51309
NSCAT
2 1 nsorb Orbit number; e.g. 0014
3 2 nsrec Record number along swath; 1 - 1624
4 3 nsyear Year; e.g. 1997
5 4 nsmon Month of year; 1-12
6 5 nsday Day of month; 1-31
7 6 nshour Hour of day; 0 - 23
8 7 nsmin Minute of hoi,r; 0 - 59
9 8 nssec Second of minute; 0 - 59
10 9 nscell Wind Vector Cell (WC) number 1 - 48
11 10 nslat Latitude in decimal degrees
12 11 nslon Longitude in decimal degrees east
13 12 dist distance between WVC and buoy in km
14 13 ascdes Asc/Des flag
o - Ascending pass
1 - Descending pass
15 14 numbeamfore Number of ao measurements from fore-beam
16 15 numbeamdv Number of ao measurements from mid-V beam
17 16 numbeamdh Number of ao measurements from mid-H beam
18 17 numbeamaft Number of ao measurements from af beam
19 18 namb Number of ambiguities; 1 - 4
20 19 numgoodsigmaO The number of ao's usable for wind
21 20 qual WVC quality flag (See NSCAT User's manual)
22 21 mnspd Mean wind speed of all ambiguities (ms-l)
23 22 nsmag 1 Wind speed for selected ambiguity (ms-l)
24 23 nsmagerr 1 Wind speed error for selected ambiguity (ms-l)
25 24 nsdirl Wind direction CO) clockwise from North
(oceanographic convention)
26 25 nsdirerr 1 Wind direction error CO)
27-30 26-29 Same as 22-25 for ambiguity 2
31-34 30-33 Same as 22-25 for ambiguity 3
35-38 34-37 Same as 22-25 for ambiguity 4
Table 3: NSCAT co-located data parameters.
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Colum Offset Name Description
a 0 cells
39 1 sigOaz 1 Cell Azimuth COClockwise from nort) for cell 1
40 2 sigOlat 1 Cell latitude CO) for cell 1
41 3 sigOlon1 Cell longitude CO) east for cell 1
42 4 sigOinc 1 Incidence angle CO) at cell 1
43 5 sigO 1 ao in dB for cell 1 
44 6 sigOqual1 a 0 quality flag (See manual)
45-50 7-12 Same as 1-6 for cell 2
51-56 13-18 Same as 1-6 for cell 3
57-62 19-24 Same as 1-6 for cell 4
6J-68 25-30 Same as 1-6 for cell 5
69-74 31-36 Same as 1-6 for cell 6
Table 4: NSCAT co-located ao parameters.
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Column Offset Name Description
Buoy information at hour "n" (prior to NSCAT time)
294 1 buoyyr Year; e.g. 1996
295 2 buoymo Month of year; 1-12
296 3 buoydy Day of month; 1 - 31
297 4 buoyhr Hour of day; 0 - 23
298 5 buoymn Minute of hour; 0 - 59
299 6 buoylat Latitude in decimal degrees
300 7 buoylon Longitude in decimal degrees east
301 8 buoyanht Anemometer height (m)
302 9 buoyTht Temperature/humidity sensor height (m)
303 10 buoymag Wind speed (ms-l)
304 11 buoydir Wind direction clockwise from North
(oceanographic convention)
305 12 buoy AT Air Temperature °C
306 13 buoySST Sea Surface Temperature °C
307 14 buoy RH Relative humidity %
308 15 buoyrainp Percent of 30-second bins that had rain
309 16 buoyrainrate Average (mmour)
310 17 buoyrainstd Standard deviation of rain rate
311 18 buoyrainmax Maximum rate during 30-second bins
312 19 buoymag 10m Computed 10 m wind speed mS-1
313 20 depth 1 Depth of first mechanical current meter (10 m)
314 21 current1 mag Magnitude of 10 m current (cm S-l)
315 22 current! dir Direction of 10m current (degrees)
316 23 depth 1 Depth of second mechanical current meter (25 m)
317 24 current2 mag Magnitude of 25 m current (cm S-l)
318 25 current2 dir Direction of 25 m current (degrees)
319 26 depth I Depth of third mechanical current meter (30 m)
320 27 current3 mag Magnitude of 30 m current (cm S-l)
321 28 current3 dir Direction of 30 m current (degrees)
322-349 29-56 Buoy information at hour "n+ 1" (following NSCAT time)
Table 5: Buoy Co-located data parameters.
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4 Wind Comparisons
Comparsons of ocean winds between the NASA scatterometerand the buoys were made using
statistical methods derived from Graber et aL. (1996) and Freilich and Dunbar (1999). The
statistics used by Graber et aL. include a symmetrical regression, instead of a linear regression,
since the error characteristics of the buoy and scatterometer are not known a priori (Freilich
1997). The symmetrical regression does not require the dependence of either the buoy or scat-
terometer measurement. Freilich and Dunbar (1999) have suggested a single scalar quantity
to determne the accuracy of scatterometer wind velocity measurements: a vector correlation
statistic (p2) of two vector time series, as proposed in Crosbyet aL. (1993). The vector corre-
lation is equal to zero if the two vector time series are independent and is equal to two if they
are perfectly correlated. Both comparisons are included since each one provides insight into
the characteristics of the scatterometer.
Before the comparisons were made, each co-location was checked for erroneous or missing
data. Co-locations were kept if the buoy record reported a valid wind and valid air and sea sur-
face temperature. Estimates for relative humidity and atmospheric pressure were used if actual
measurements were not available. In addition, only the WVCs with a "WVC_Quality -Flag" of
o are used: which means that all O"o's are used and there is no land/ice contamnation. Although
the co-location file contains the four closest pairs within 100 km and 1 hr, only the closest pais
that were withn one WVC (25 km or 50 km) and 30 minutes were used in the analysis.
For each co-located scatterometer datum 5 and buoy datum B the following statistics were
computed on 10m wind speed and direction:
Bias (scatterometer - buoy)
Root-mean-square error (RMSE)
Correlation Coeffcient
Slope of symmetrcal regression
(5 - B)
((5 - B)2)1/2
((S-S)(B-Ë))
((S -SF) 1/2 ((B - B)2) 1/2
tan ç = ((52) / (B2)) 1/2
The next two statistics were computed for the wind directions only. The oceanographic
convection was used where wind "toward the North" is defined as 00 and wind "toward the
East" is define as 900.
Mean angular difference
Standard deviation of angular difference
lj() = tan-l ((Sin(Os-OB)))(COS(OS-OB))
0"0 = sin-I(E) ¡I + O.1547E3J
with E defined by Yamarino (1984) as
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€ = ";1 - ((sinßB)2 + (cosßB)2J
sin ßB = (sin(Bs - BB))
cosßB = (cos(Bs - BB))
and where 0 represents the mean.
The vector correlation statistic (p2) from Freilch and Dunbar (1999) is defined as follows,
p2 = Tr ((Lii)-l Ll2 (L22)-1 L2iJ
where Lab is the 2x2 cross-covariance matrx for the co-located wind vector time series a and
b.
4.1 Instrument accuracies
The following table lists the instrment specifications for wind speed and direction. The ac-
curacies of the TAO winds are determned at PMEL by pre and post deployment calibrations
over a typical year long deployment using 198 pre/post deployment comparsons. The WHOI
IMT (Hosom, 1993) and VAwR (Weller, 1989) were not calibrated prior to ths intercom-
parson. However, the short 3 month overlap should not be affected by long term instrment
drift.
Instrment Parameter Accuracy Range
NSCAT speed 2 ms 1 (rms) 3-20 ms 1
10% 20-30 ms-l
direction 200 (rms) 3-30 ms -1
(closest ambiguity)
TAO speed greater of 0.3 ms i 0-20 ms i
or3%
direction +/_ 50 0-3600
WHOI speed greater of 0.2 ms i 0.7-50 ms .1
IMT or 2% 
direction 2.8°(rms) 0-3600
WHOI speed or 2% 2-20 ms i
VAWR
direction 30 (rms) 0-3600
Table 6: Instrument accuracies.
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4.2 TAD wind comparisons
There are 5580 co-located pairs of TAO and 25 km NSCAT-l winds, 5196 pairs of TAO and
50 km NSCAT-1, and 6334 pairs of TAO and 25 km NSCAT-2 winds available from ten months
of NSCAT data. The difference in the number of co-locations was due to a combination of ad-
ditional TAO winds and the scatterometer model function. Scatterplots of TAO vs. NSCAT
(25 km) wind speed and direction are shown in figure 5. The statistics listed above are detailed
in table 7. The 50 km data set produces slightly better results than the 25 km data set. Signifi-
cant improvement is seen in the 25 km NSCAT-2 data. The statistics are binned by wind speed
to isolate any dependences on the wind speed. The wind speed ranges are binned based on the
buoy wind speed. Most ofthe winds (",94%) were less than 10 mçl and a significant number
(",27%) were less than 5 mçl.
The RMSE for the wind speed for the NSCAT-l 25 km and 50 km data sets is 1.45 ms-Iand
1.52 ms-lrespectively. This is improved to 1.31 mçlfor the NSCAT-2 25 km winds. The
smaller NSCAT-2 RMSE is seen in all wind speed bins. The smallest RMSE is in the 7.5-
10 mçl wind speed range; and largest in the 0-5 mçl ifthe 12.5-50 mçl range is omitted due
to the small sample size. The bias and RMSE is influenced by large scatterometer overestimates
of wind speed. Eliminating co-locations where the scatterometer overestimates the buoy winds
by more than 3 mçl (NSCAT-2) changes the bias from -0.07 mçl to -0.20 mçl and the
RMSE from 1.30 mçl to 0.93 ms-l.
The symmetrical regression coeffcient for the NSCAT-1 co-location sets is about 0.93.
This value is nearly constant in all ranges of wind speeds, except in the lowest and highest
wind speeds. Ths is improved to 1.00 for the NSCAT-2 winds.
The mean angular difference between the TAO wind vector and the NSCAT wind vector is
in general about 100. The NSCAT winds are, in the mean, clockwise from the TAO winds and
are not improved with the NSCAT-2 model function. The direction bias is not speed dependent,
but the standard deviation of the difference is large for wind spe~ds less than 5 mÇ I.
The vector correlation p2 is about 1.4 for each NSCAT wind product over all wind speeds.
The winds are not very well correlated at low wind speed, but are reasonably well correlated
above 7.5 mçl. The best correlation occurs in the 7.5~1O.0 mçl wind speed bin. Vector
correlation improves only marginally for the NSCAT-2 co-locations indicating that directional
bias afects the correlation more than the speed bias.
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The wind speeds (left panel) and directions (right panel) binned in 1.0 mçl and 300 bins are
shown in figures 6-8. The number of co-located pairs are shown in the lower panels of these
figures. Although the number of co-locations has a gaussian shape about 7 mçl for wind
speed, the cluster of wind directions between 1800 and 3600 shows the predominant westward
wind direction in the tropical Pacific. The NSCAT-1 25 kr and 50 km winds are very similar
up to about 12 mçl. The wind speed improvements in the NSCAT-2 winds was distrbuted
over the 4-11 mÇ i wind speed range.
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Figure 5: Scatterplots of wind speeds and directions derived from 25 km high resolution winds
from NSCAT-1 (top) and NSCAT-2 (bottom) model functions with TAO 10 m buoy winds.
Both wind products show similar results, however, the NSCAT-2 results have a lower speed
bias and RMS error.
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Figure 6: NSCAT-1 25 km high resolution wind speeds and directions binned against TAO
10 m buoy winds. The top figure shows the wind speed and directions binned in 1.0 mçl and
300 bins. The error bars show the estimated error in each bin. The bottom figure shows the
distribution of co-locations in each bin.
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Figure 7: Same as for figure 6, except for NSCAT-1 50 km standard winds.
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4.3 Interpretation of the speed bias
Overall, the ensemble NSCAT-2 wind speed bias, as shown above, is about -0.1 mçl. How-
ever, this straight difference method for determning the bias of a vector magnitude is mislead-
ing. As discussed in detail in Freilch (1997), the fact that speed must be non-negative means
that the errors are not normally distributed about the mean speed. This results in a bias that is
skewed towards the positive, paricularly at the low wind speeds.
To see this, we derive a speed bias estimate for the case where there is no bias in the
wind components, (u, v). Let Ub = (Ub, Vb) be the buoy wind vector, Us = (us, vs) be the
scatterometer wind vector and s = lu2 + v2)t be the wind speed. Assume that the buoys have
no errors, but the scatterometer has errors c, relative to the buoy, so that Us = (Ub+cus, Vb+cvJ.
The means ofthe component errors are zero. Speed then becomes Ss 2 = lUb 2 + 2Ubcus + cUs 2 +
Vb 2 + 2Vbcvs + cVs 2). Assume that errors do not depend on wind speed or (Ubcus) = (Vbcvs) = 0,
where 0: . ~ is the expected value. Then
(ss2 - Sb2) ((Sb2 + 2Ubcus + 2Vbcvs + cUs 2 + cVs 2) - Sb2),
(cus 2) + (cvs 2)
If (cus 2) f" (cvs 2) = co2, then (ss 2 - Sb 2) = 2c02, where the apparent bias b = Ss - Sb. This bias
b is an arfact of using speed for the comparsons and is a measure of the root-mean-square
error between wind components, rather than a tre bias.
Figure 9 shows the wind speed bias for NSCAT-1 (0) as a function of the TAO wind speeds.
The bias goes up drastically at low winds speeds. To get a better estimate of the tre bias,
we compared wind components. The zonal and meridional components for the TAO buoys and
NSCAT (NSCAT-l on the left) are plotted in Figure 10. The wind vectors were used in this plot
only if the TAO and NSCAT wind directions were within 300. Also, only the larger component
of each vector was included. The slopes of the best linear fit are 0.92 and 0.93 for the zonal and
meridional components, respectively, for the NSCAT-1 comparson and increase to 0.97 and
1.01 for the NSCAT-2 components. These numbers suggest that the NSCAT-1 model function
has a gain problem more so than a bias problem. The gain for NSCAT-1, 0.925, is shown with
the solid line in Figure 9. Subtracting this gain from the NSCAT-1 wind speed bias gives the
dashed line. The dashed line is representative of an arificial bias in the wind speed bias. The
arificial bias is near zero for most of the speed range, but has a large positive value at the
low wind speeds, reflecting the fact that the errors cannot var symmetrcally about the wind
speed. The small negative values in the remainder of the dashed curve result from the gain
being determned from a filtered data set compared to that used to compute the speed bias.
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Biases of the scatterometer relative to buoy measurements
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Figure 9: Biases of scatterometer winds relative to buoy measurements. Bias of NSCAT-1
wind speed compared to the co-located TAO wind speeds shown with circles. The solid line
has a slope of 0.925 showing the gain problem between NSCAT-1 and TAO. Subtracting the
gain from the wind speed bias gives the dashed line, representing the arficial bias incurred
when computing a wind speed bias.
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4.4 WHOI wind comparisons
Since the two WHOI buoys, located along 125°W, contain two separate meteorological pack-
ages, thee comparisons are maçle: a) all co-locations (table 8); b) IMT only (table 9) and c)
VAWR only (table 10).
4.4.1 Combined lMET and VAWR winds
The combined winds include all buoy measurements that fit the co-location criteria for each
WVC (table 8). Due to the reporting intervals of the IMT (hourly) and VAWR (I5-minute), up
to 5 co-locations may occur. Analysis of the closest IMT or VAWR is given in the following
sections.
The wind speed biases for both the 25 km and 50 km data sets are not as large for the
combined WHOI winds as they are for the TAO winds. However, they are stil negative at
about -0.3 mçl for all NSCAT-1 wind speeds. The NSCAT-2 wind speed biases are slightly
positive (0.06 mçl). These biases also follow the same trend as those with the TAO data,
in that they are positive for the lowest wind speed range (as expected cf. figure 9) and go
increasingly more negative in the higher wind speed ranges. The root mean square errors and
the slope of symmetrcal regression parameters are also best in the mid-speed range and get
worse at the extremes..
The wind direction biases of the scatterometer compared to the combined WHOI buoy
data are smaller than the direction biases with the TAO data and of the opposite sign: the
scatterometer winds are to the left or counter-clockwise from the WHOI winds (figure 11).
The standard deviations of the direction differences are highest at the low wind speeds, similar
to those in the TAO comparsons.
The vector correlation coeffcients are lower for the WHOI winds than the TAO winds
except in the 7.5-12.5 mçl range for the 25 km NSCAT winds but overall are the same. The
25 km NSCAT-1 wind product is similar in speed, but slightly better in direction, than the
50 km winds. The 7.5-10.0 mçl range shows excellent agreement with a vector correlation
of 1.71, RMS error of 0.97 ms-l and standard deviation of direction difference of BAY. The
wind directions have a smaller bias than the TAO buoys, but have similar standard deviations.
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Figure 11: Scatterplots of wind speeds and directions derived from 25 km high resolution
winds NSCAT-1 (top) and NSCAT-2 (bottom) with WHOI 10 m buoy winds. The wind speed
comparisons are similar to the TAO comparsons with an overall negative bias with the NSCAT-
2 winds closer to the buoy winds. The wind directions differ from TAO with a negative bias,
but are similar to TAO with both model functions producing similar biases.
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4.4.2 lMET winds
The sampling interval for the IMT measurements was 1 minute and the averaging/reporting
interval was 1 hour. The NSCAT-1 winds show good agreement with the WHOI !MT winds
in the mid-speed range (5-10 mçl), but show a large positive bias (scatterometer winds higher
than the WHOI !MT winds) of almost 1 ms-l at low wind speeds (table 8). The comparsons
in the 7.5-10 mçl range, are very good in all categories. The NSCAT-2 winds show the same
(0.4-.5 mçl) bias shift seen in TAO and WHOI VAWR comparsons with the lower wind
speed bins showing the highest shift.
Overall, the 25 km data set compares slightly better ttian the 50 kI winds. In the 7.5-
10 mçl range, the vector correlation, wind speed bias, RMS error and direction error are
1.81,0.08,0.64 and 9.73. These values for the NSCAT-2 winds of 1.87, 0.37, 0.68 and 8.08
are similar except for the bias. There were no co-locations for buoy wind speeds greater than
10 mçl. The scatterplots in figure 11, show the slight positive wind speed biases, as well as
the predominately westward winds.
The wind directions show very little direction bias. The values are between 10 and 40 clock-
wise with respect to the scatterometer winds for both the 25 kI and 50 kI winds. There seem
to be very few flipped (directional differences greater than 1200) vectors, although the data set
is smalL.
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Figure 12: Scatterplots of wind speeds and directions derived from 25 km high resolution winds
NSCAT-1 (top) and NSCAT-2 (bottom) with WHOI IMT 10 m buoy winds. This comparson
shows an excellent agreement in magnitude for the NSCAT-1 winds and a 0.6 mçlbias for
the NSCAT-2 winds. The direction biases are similar for the two model functions.
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4.4.3 VAWR winds
The sampling interval for the VAWR was 7.5-minutes and the reporting interval was 15-
minutes. The 1-hour co-location interval produced multiple VAWR co-locations due to the
15 minute reporting interval. However, only the closest buoy vector in time and space was
used for the direct comparson. The VAWR had a temporar malfunction from June 8 to the
end of the NSCAT mission. Those records were removed before analysis.
The results of the comparison of NSCAT with the WHOI VAWR are similar to those from
the WHOI IMT, except for one main difference. The wind speed bias, which is slightly
positive for the IMT data (scatterometer larger than the buoy speeds), is negative by almost
0.5 mçl for the VAWR data. Although the VAWR wind speed biases are similar to those of
the TAO data, this bias may be due to the over-speeding of the anemometer cups (Beardsley
et ai., 1998). In the wind speed scatterplots (figure 13) the negative bias of almost 0.5 mçl is
clearly evident. NSCAT-2 winds show the same bias shift seen in the TAO winds. The wind
speed statistics are similar for TAO and WHOI VAWR.
The wind direction has a slightly larger bias and standard deviation when comparng scat-
terometer data with the VAWR data than with the IMT data. Again there is the almost exclu-
sive westward winds in the co-locations.
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Figure 13: Scatterplots of wind speeds and directions derived from 25 km high resolution
winds NSCAT-1 (top) and NSCAT-2 (bottom) with WHOI VAWR 10 m buoy winds. This
comparison is similar the the TAO comparison where the NSCAT-2 wind speeds are closer to
the buoy winds than the NSCAT-1 winds. The wind directions are similar for each of the model
function, but are biased in the opposite direction to TAO directions.
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4.4.4 TAO/WHOI
To effectively compare the results of the WHOI buoys with the TAO aray, the two TAO buoys
closest to the WHOI buoys were selected to compare with NSCAT winds. TAO buoy 51307
(8°N, 125°W) is in closest proximity to the WHOI Nort buoy (looN, 125°W) and TAO buoy
51017 (2°S, 125°W) is closest to WHOI South (3°S, 125°W).
In general, the TAO buoy wind speed statistics (Table 11) fall between the WHOI IMT
and VAWR results. The wind direction biases are similar to the biases of the entire aray at
rv 100. This shows that the bias differences between the entire TAO aray and the WHOI buoys
is not due to the buoy locations.
The scatterplots of buoys 51307 and 51017 (figure 14) highlight the similarties and differ-
ences a bit more clearly. The bias change between the two NSCAT model functions is evident
and comparisons with WHOI IMT (figure 12) and VAWR (figure 13) shows that the distri-
bution falls between the two WHOI sensors. The wind directions show that the NSCAT winds
are clockwise with respect to the TAO buoy. Although there is a small counterclockwise bias
for the VAWR and IMT winds, the majority of the co-locations appear unbiased.
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Figure 14: Scatterplots of wind speeds and directions derived from 25 ki high resolution
NSCAT-1 data (top) and NSCAT-2 (bottom) with TAO buoy #51017 and #51307 10 m buoy
winds. These buoys are the closest to the WHOI PACS buoys. The TAO wind speed bias for
these two buoys falls between the WHOI IMT and VAWR wind speeds. The winn direction
bias is in the opposite direction to the WHOI winds and in the same direction as the entire TAO
aray.
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4.5 Wind speed distrbutions
4.5 Wind speed distributions
The distributions of wind speeds for the TAO co-locations, shown in figure 15 reflect the biases
found in section 4.2. The wind speed bias is fairly uniform over the range of wind speeds
measured in the equatorial Pacific. Although the number of co-locations is less, a similar offset
exists for the VAWR co-locations (bottom panels of figure 16). The smaller positive bias for
the IMT winds (top panels of figure 16) is not as apparent.
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Figure 15: Wind speed distrbutions ofTAO (solid) with NSCAT (dashed) (a) 25 kmNSCAT-1
winds and (b) 25 km NSCAT-2 winds, binned in 0.5 mçl wind speed bins. The overall bias
in the NSCAT-1 winds is nearly eliminated in the NSCAT-2 winds. There remains a slight
difference in the location of the peak distribution. The peak distribution of the NSCAT-2 winds
is about 6 mÇ i, while the peak of the TAO winds is about 7.5 niÇ i .
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Figure 16: Wind speed distributions of WHO I (solid) and NSCAT (dashed) 10 m buoy winds;
25 km NSCAT-1 winds (left) and NSCAT-2 winds (right) compared to WHOI IMT 10 m
buoy winds (upper) and WHOI VAWR 10 m buoy winds (lower). The winds distrbutions are
binned in 2.0 mçl buoy wind speed bins. Although there are not as many co-locations as with
the TAO aray, the change in distribution of VAWR winds is similar to TAO. The NSCAT-2
distrbution shows fewer low winds and more high winds than IMT.
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4.6 Wind direction distributions
The winds in the tropical Pacific are predominately westward as shown by the direction dis-
trbutions shown in figures 17-18. The most noticeable difference tends to be the broader
distributions for the scatterometer. To a lesser extent, the distributions also show a higher num-
ber of scatterometer winds clockwise with respect to the buoys winds. The comparson of the
NSCAT-1 and TAO directions also shows a difference in the north-south distributions. The
TAO winds have more of a southward component while the NSCAT winds have more of a
northward component to their westerly winds.
NORTH NORTH
WEST EAST WEST EAST
SOUTH 200 SOUTH
(a) NSCAT 25 Ia directions. (b) TAO directions.
Figure 17: Wind direction distributions: (a) 25 km NSCAT-1 ; wind directions and (b) TAO
10 m buoy winds. The wind direction distributions are binned in 300bins.The clockwise bias
of the NSCAT winds with respect to the TAO winds can be seen.
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Figure 18: Wind direction distributions for 25 km NSCAT-1 (left) compared with: WHOI
IMT buoy wind directions (top right) and VAWR (bottom right). The wind direction distrbu-
tions are binned in 300bins. Although the NSCAT wind directions had very little bias compared
with IMT or VAWR winds, the distribution is broader than the WHOI IMT winds and more
southward compared to the VAWR winds.
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4.7 Vector correlations
The spatial distrbution of the vector correlations (figure 19) shows a wide range of values with
a low of 0.68 to a high of 1.76. Although a clear trend is not apparent, buoys near the center
of the aray (1400W - 1700W), where the trade winds are most steady, tend to have higher
coeffcients.
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Figure 19: Spatial distrbution for the vector correlation coeffcient for each TAO buoy with
NSCAT-1 (top) and NSCAT-2 (bottom) winds. Although the vector correlations do not present
a clear spatial pattern, higher values tend to occur in the center of the aray.
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4.8 Directional Ambiguity
The empirical relationship between backscatter and wind retrieval produces up to four wind
vectors. The NSCAT mid-beam antenna provides additional azimuthal measurements that
should allow the determnation of a unique wind vector. Tables 12 - 14 show the percent-
age of time each ambiguity was closest to the buoy wind direction. These tables show that the
ambiguity removal technique is correctly selecting the closest vector", 90% of the time. For
the lower wind speeds (0( 5.0 mçl), the closest vector is typically selected less often; about
75% for TAO and 80% for IMT and VAWR.
One problem still remains. Even with the third antenna there is an occasional 1800 ambi-
guity, or flipped vector. Figure 20 shows the distribution of the percentage of flipped selected
vectors with TAO buoy wind speed. Here, a vector is defined as flipped if it is more than
1200from the buoy wind direction. Although at moderate'wind speeds (): 5.0 mçl) the per-
centage of flipped vectors is quite low at 1-2%, the lowest winds speeds have a much higher
percentage of 10-20%. In the equatorial Pacific, these low winds represent a significant por-
tion (20-25%) of the wind distribution, shown in figure 15.
We have not yet been able to statistically characterize these ambiguity errors, but there are
several areas of interest. Figure 21 shows the percentage of flipped vectors as a function of buoy
wind direction. This figure shows that the eastward winds exhibit a much higher percentage of
the flipped vectors. These eastward winds (typically referred to as westerly wind bursts) are
important to ocean models of the equatorial Pacific.
The median fiter technique used may not remove patches of flipped vectors or shifts in
the locations of fronts. Figure 22 shows a patch of eastward winds in a field of predominately
westward winds at moderate speeds.
The wind retrievals with large diection errors do not significantly change the wind speed
bias." By including all the co-located pairs of NSCATflAO wind data the overall wind speed
bias is -0.54 mçl, for the NSCAT-1 25km data set, as discussed in section 4.2. For comparson,
if we consider only the co-located pais with the direction differences within some specified
limit, the speed bias changes. Figure 23 shows the scatterplots; of 25 km winds from Figure
5, modified by limiting the angle differences to 90 and 60 degrees. The speed bias changes
slightly from -0.54 mçl to -0.58 mçl and -0.61 mçl, respectively.
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Table 12: This table shows the percent of time each ambiguity was closest to the TAO buoy
direction
Product Wind Sample Ambiguity
Speed Size 1 2 3 4
25km 0.0 - 50.0 5580 4851 (86.9% ) 346 (6.2%) 274 (4.9%) 109 (2.0%)
NSCAT- 1 0.0 - 5.0 1523 1114 (73.1%) 197 (12.9%) 161 (10.6%) 51 (3.3%)
5.0-7.5 2082 1869 (89.8%) 95 (4.6%) 80 (3.8%) 38 (1.8%)
7.5 -10.0 1634 155 (95.3% ) 45 (2.8%) 22 (1.3%) 9 (0.6% )
10.0 - 12.5 312 287 (92.0% ) 8 (2.6% ) 10 (3.2%) 7 (2.2%)
12.5 - 50.0 29 23 (79.3%) 1 (3.4%) 1 (3.4%) 4 (13.8%)
50km 0.0 - 50.0 5196 4612 (88.8%) 331 (6.4%) 156 (3.0%) 97 (1.9%)
NSCAT-l 0.0 - 5.0 144 1123 (77.8%) 187 (13.0%) 78 (5.4%) 56 (3.9%)
5.0-7.5 1887 1700 (90.1%) 98 (5.2%) 58 (3.1%) 31 (1.6%)
7.5 -10.0 1550 1491 (96.2% ) 37 (2.4%) 15 (1.0%) 7 (0.5% )
10.0-12.5 294 278 (94.6%) 9 (3.1%) 5 (1.7%) 2 (0.7%)
12.5 - 50.0 21 20 (95.2%) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0% ) 1 (4.8%)
25km 0.0 - 50.0 6334 5595 (88.3% ) 338 (5.3%) 277 (4.4%) 124 (2.0%)
NSCAT-2 0.0 - 5.0 1796 1330 (74.1%) 223 (12.4%) 177 (9.9%) 66 (3.7%)
5.0-7.5 2353 2164 (92.0% ) 74 (3.1%) 75 (3.2%) 40 (1.7%)
7.5 -10.0 1844 1783 (96.7%) 30 (1.6%) 21 (1.%) 10 (0.5%)
10.0 - 12.5 317 297 (93.7%) 9 (2.8%) 3 (0.9%) 8 (2.5% )
12.5 - 50.0 24 21 (87.5%) 2 (8.3%) 1 (4.2%) 0 (0.0% )
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Table 13: This table shows the percent of time each ambiguity was closest to the WHOI buoy
IMT direction.
Product Wind Sample Ambiguity
Speed Size 1 2 3 4 .
25la 0.0 - 50.0 101 93 (92.1%) 6 (5.9%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (2.0% )
NSCAT-l 0.0 - 5.0 25 21 (84.0% ) 3 (12.0%) 0 (0.0% ) 1 (4.0%)
5.0-7.5 39 35 (89.7%) 3 (7.7%) 0 (0.0% ) 1 (2.6%)
7.5 - 10.0 37 37 (100.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0%)50la . 0.0 - 50.0 85 78 (91.8%) 5 (5.9% ) 1 (1.2% ) 1 (1.2%)
NSCAT-l 0.0 - 5.0 18 14 (77.8%) 3 (16.7%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (5.6% )
5.0-7.5 37 35 (94.6% ) 1 (2.7%) 1 (2.7%) 0 (0.0% )
7.5 - 10.0 30 29 (96.7% ) 1 (3.3% ) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0% )
25la 0.0 - 50.0 78 76 (97.4%) 0 (0.0% ) 1 (1.3%) 1 (1.3%)
NSCAT-2 0.0 - 5.0 20 18 (90.0% ) 0 (0.0% ) 1 (5.0%) 1 (5.0%)
5.0-7.5 32 32 (100.0%) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0% )
7.5 - 10.0 26 26 (100.0% ) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0% )
Table 14: This table shows the percent of time each ambiguity was closest to the WHOI buoy
VA WR direction.
Product Wind Sample Ambiguity
Speed Size 1 2 3 4
25la 0.0 - 50.0 91 84 (92.3%) 5 (5.5%) 0 (0.0% ) 2 (2.2% )
0.0 - 5.0 23 19 (82.6% ) 3 (13.0%) 0 (0.0% ) 1 (4.3% )
5.0 -7.5 28 25 (89.3%) 2 (7.1 %) 0 (0.0%) 1 (3.6%)
7.5 -10.0 37 37 (100.0%) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0% )
10.0 - 12.5 3 3 (100.0%) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0%)
50la 0.0 - 50.0 92 81 (88.0% ) 9 (9.8%) 1 (1.%) 1 (1.%)
0.0 - 5.0 25 19 (76.0% ) 5 (20.0%) ; 0 (0.0%) 1 (4.0%)
5.0-7.5 29 26 (89.7%) 2 (6.9%) 1 (3.4%) 0 (0.0% )
7.5 - 10.0 36 34 (94.4% ) 2 (5.6%) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0% )
10.0 - 12.5 2 2 (100.0%) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0%)
25la 0.0:. 50.0 90 85 (94.4% ) 3 (3.3%) 2 (2.2%) 0 (0.0%)
0.0 - 5.0 24 20 (83.3% ) 2 (8.3% ) 2 (8.3%) 0 (0.0% )
5.0-7.5 30 29 (96.7%) 1 (3.3%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0% )
10.0 - 12.5 3 3 (100.0%) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0% ) 0 (0.0%)
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Figure 20: Percentage flipped vectors as a function of TAO buoy wind speed.
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Figure 21: Percentage of flipped vectors from NSCAT-1 25 km winds as a function of buoy
wind direction for varous orbital geometries. The flipped vectors are binned in 300 bins and
the circles represent 5% errors.
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co-locations within 900 and 5072 co-locations within 600.
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4.9 Surface currents
Several TAO buoys along the equator contained mechanical current meters and acoustic doppler
current profilers (ADCPs). The upper mechanical current meter (10 m depth) was compared
with wind speed bias (figure 24). This figure shows that when the surface current is aligned
with the wind, the buoy wind report is higher than the scatterometer. When the current is op-
posing the wind, the scatterometer wind speed is higher. These differences are in the expected
sense, since the scatterometer measures winds relative to the ocean surface, which is moving.
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Figure 24: The wind speed difference scatterometer - buoy (8 - B) dependence on the angle
between wind and surface (10 m depth) currents measured from TAO buoys at the equator.
4.10 Rain
Rain strking the sea surface wil effect the scatterometer power levels (Bliven and Giovanan-
geli, 1993). The rain gauges on several of the TAO buoys were analyzed to determne the
effects of rain on the returned wind. Unfortunately, only seven co-locations contained any rain
information and were not used.
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More than 5000 co-located pairs of TAO and NSCAT data collected over the ten months of
the NSCAT mission from September 1996 to June 1997 were compared. The data were taken
withn about 8°of the equator, spanning the Pacific Ocean. Two WHOI buoys, which collected
data along 125°W over that last three months of the NSCAT mission, added another 300 co-
located pairs to our analysis. All buoy data were normalized to 10 m height in a neutrally
stratified atmosphere. Three sets of NSCAT data were analyzed; the standard winds with 50 km
cells and the high resolution winds with 25 km cells using the NSCAT-1 model function; and
high resolution winds reprocessed with the NSCAT-2 model function. The NSCAT data were
required to be within 30 minutes and one WVC of the buoy data. Most of the buoy wind speeds
fell between 3 and 10 mçl and the predominant directions were westward, as expected in the
equatorial Pacific Ocean. The similarity of statistics for the co-located data from the 25 km
and the 50 km wind products validated the high quality of the 25 km winds. The NSCAT-2
model function significantly improved the wind speed comparson, but did not affect the wind
direction bias.
The wind speed bias of NSCAT-1 scatterometer wind retrievals is about 0.5 ms-l lower
than the winds measured by the TAO buoy aray, with an RMSE of about 1.5 mçl. The
WHOI VA WR wind measurements confirm ths negative bias, although the scatterometer winds
compare quite well to the WHOI IMT wind data, with a very small positive wind speed bias.
The scatterometer winds compare best with the TAO winds at mid-speeds, in the nortern and
western regions in the TAO buoy aray domain, towards the outer cells of the swaths and in
moderately unstable (near _20) atmospheric surface layers. The scatterometer underestimates
the buoy winds at wind speeds greater than 10 ms-l. The largest wind speed differences
are typically due to the scatterometer overestimating the wind speed. There was insuffcient
information to attribute this to rain.
The wind speed bias of NSCAT-2 scatterometer wind retrievals is less than 0.1 mçl for
TAO and WHOI VAWR winds while the bias with the WHOI IMT winds increased to 0.6 mçl.
There was improvement in most of the wind speed statistics when the NSCAT-2 model func-
tion was used. NSCAT-2 produced a significantly better symmetrical regression over the entire
wind speed range.
The wind diection biases of the NSCAT-1 and NSCAT-2 scatterometer wind retrevals are
less than about 100, but they are positive, resulting in scatterometer winds that are on average
clockwise from the TAO winds. The overall standard deviation of wind diection is rather high
at over 300, but by neglecting the high varability of the low winds the RMSE is closer to
200. Comparsons with VAWR direction data show a smaller negative bias, whereas the IMT
aligns best with the scatterometer wind data. The directional scatter is highest at wind speeds
less than 3 mçl.
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Even with a third antenna on the NSCAT scatterometer, the four wind vector solutions could
not always be reduced to the correct one, resulting in large direction differences between the
scatterometer and the buoy winds, around 4% of the time. We defined flipped NSCAT vectors
as those that were 1200 or more away from the buoy wind directions. Most of these flipped
vectors occurred with eastward buoy winds. The negative wind speed bias changed slightly
when the flipped vectors were omitted from the co-location data set, suggesting that the wrong
vector solution not only has the wrong diection but the wrong speed as well. The average
vector correlation coeffcient for the NSCATrrAO co-located time series is 1.4. When the co-
located pairs with a flipped vector were removed from the time series, the vector correlation
coeffcient increased to 1.6. Geographically, the vector correlation coeffcients were higher in
the south and central region of the TAO buoy aray domain.
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